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many similarities. 1) There was an initial 10 to
20 minute period of sobbing and trembling with
head bowed. 2) Someone loosened the possessed
person’s hair and there ensued, immediately, wild
dancing and violent shaking of the head; one re
mained standing through this, the other spent part
of the time on hands and knees, head shaking in
circles then up and down (Fig. 2). It was ascer
tained that the visitor was Vandikaliamma. Two or

three people restrained sami (i.e., her host) from
behind, stroked her, and, repeatedly, with much

Fig. 2

effort, brought her tense, upraised arms down by
 her sides; 10 the parivettam was tied on tightly; she
stroked her own thighs at times, particularly the
left thigh, with her palms (seen also during the
 initial period); she periodically lashed three or four
times at her left calf with a tough, sharp edged
strand of marulu (bow-string hemp, Sansevieria
zeylanica) (Fig. 3); and, at intervals, sàmbiràni
(fragrant benzoin gum) was burned in a censor
before sami’s face. 3) Dancing eventually became
more controlled and there was alternation be

tween several-minutes-long periods of divination
(or questions and answers) and dance. Divination
consisted mainly of tossing a small handful of rice
grains up with the right hand, posing a question,
and looking for a positive reply, in the form of two
grains landing together on the right forearm. After
four or more such throws, she often concluded

Persons Possessed when Sami was called to Rule on a Change
in Leadership

Person Sex Age Time

Mutteyan m. ca 50 5:45-7:30 a.m.
Goindan m. 45 7:19-7:29
Porusan m. 32 7:19-11:15
Karupayi f. 28 8:35-8:40, 8:55-9:55
Kamaci f. 40 8:35-10:00
Pappa f. 45 8:55-10:30
name unknown f. 60 9:45-9:50

 10 The forcible bending and lowering of a possessed person’s
upraised arms is not seen amongst the Paliyans’ neighbors,
during their god and spirit possession.

Fig. 3

by dancing backwards, grinning, and holding a
forefinger vertically before the nose and mouth.
Then several minutes of dance would follow. This
entailed a hopping step to music, keeping elbows
 held sharply back, lolling the tongue, smiling or
grimacing, and tipping the head to the left. 4) Sami
ignored four children who were brought forward
by three elderly women. The children were lain
in a row on their faces at 7:15, in time for the

end of sami’s first visit and the beginning of her
 second one. For 30 minutes the women attempted
to gain sami’s attention, even by shouting angrily.
The children were finally asked to get up when
 sami began tripping over them.

Not seen in other Paliyan communities were:
(a) parivettam being tied as a sash about the waist;

 (b) vigorous, self-administered whipping of the
lower legs early in the possession with marulu;
(c) singing in well metered, often rhyming cou

 plets; (d) shrill ululating by one possessed person;
(e) use of regular dance steps by adults when pos
sessed and dance to melodic as well as rhythmic
accompaniment; (f) all diagnosable instances of
possession being said to involve the same sami
(Vandikaliamma); and (g) extensive mechanical
divining by the samis (continued in Mutteyan’s
case for 3 and three quarter hours after sami’s
departure).

The ritual was sufficiently complicated that a
thorough record of it could not be written down
at the time. Other things hampered the recording,


